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Chemistry + Fluid Dynamics
A Happy Union ?
! Moore’s Law has made complicated 3D models feasible.
! It is increasingly the physics and not resolution that is
missing.
! With the completion of ALMA, precise
astrochemistry models are becoming ever more important:
! Model"Chemical Abundance"Synthetic Observations
But
! What are the ingredients in a proper model?
! What are the pitfalls?

RAMSES

RAMSES

! RAMSES is a well established AMR code
originally written for Cosmology, but now
applied in many other astrophysical
contexts.
! Written by Romain Teyssier in 2002, it is
public, and used by a large number of
groups.

Disk Galaxy [Roskar – 2013

! https://bitbucket.org/rteyssie/ramses
! The AMR structure is a fully threaded octtree.
! The code can model a mixture of cell
based fluids and particles. It has many
physics modules: MHD, Selfgravity,
collisionless particles, sink particles,
cooling tables, cosmic rays, radiative
transfer, feedback, …

Star Formation

Fluid dynamics
! RAMSES includes solvers for HD and MHD with passive
scalars
! Implementation based on a second order MUSCL
scheme
! Many different Godunov solvers
! LLF – HLL – HLLC – HLLE – HLLD - ROE
! Different Slope limiters
! Minmod, Monotonized central, ultrabee, superbee
! MHD is constrained transport with staggered fields, and
2D Riemann solvers for the EMF

Refinement Criteria
! Jeans / Truelove Criteria
! If the Jeans length is not resolved, collapse
becomes unphysical
! Gradients, in particular it is possible to refine on
passive scalar gradients
! Mass Refinement (Quasi-Lagranian)
! Related to Jeans. F.x. refine every time density
goes up with 4 to have same Jeans resolution on
all levels
! Geometrical (zoom)
! Only allow code to refine in specific region

Physics
! HD / MHD: State-of-the-art; many solvers
! Self-Gravity: Conjugate gradient or Multigrid methods
! Cooling & Heating:
! Cooling for cosmology, high-T, implicit solver, UV &
cosmic ray heating
! Moment or ray based radiative transfer. Coupling to
energy equation.
! Particles: DM (collisionless), tracers, sinks
! Sink particles: Based on a clump finder algorithm, can
feedback on the gas (Supernovae, winds)
! Metals as passive tracers

COUPLING
RAMSES TO KROME

Running KROME with a framework code is easy:
./krome -ramses -useN –network …
the files, ready for integration, are left in ./build
you tried this procedure yesterday

KROME couples through the energy equation as a source term:

∂U
+∇⋅ F = S
∂t
∂( ρ e)
+ ∇ ⋅[( ρ e + P)v] = Se
∂t

KROME couples through the energy equation as a source term:
KROME has to be initialized. This happens in the initialization
of cooling and heating in cooling_module.f90 [RAMSES]
Time evolution and cooling and heating due to the chemical
composition is calculated in the thermal energy hook:
cooling_fine.f90 [RAMSES]

Is that ALL there is to chemistry integration ?

Issues and Outstanding Questions
! To properly do computational astro-chemistry you need to
know what are the relevant reactions for your physical
setup. You need to know your network.
! Resistivity, electromagnetic sources and non-ideal MHD
! Adiabatic Index
! Local Conservation of abundances
! Performance and parallelization

Issues and Outstanding Questions
!

To properly do computational astro-chemistry you need to know what are the relevant
reactions for your physical setup. You need to know your network.

! Resistivity, electromagnetic sources and non-ideal MHD
! Adiabatic Index
! Local Conservation of abundances
! Performance and parallelization

Electromagnetic Sources and non-ideal MHD
Resistivity and Ohmic heating:
# Ohmic heating is Ohm’s law for
plasmas. High current$high T
# A plasma is resistive due to
collisions between electrons, ions
and neutrals
# Important at high densities and
low degrees of ionization

∂( ρe)
+ ∇ ⋅[( ρe + Ptot )v - B(B ⋅v)] = Se
∂t
∂B
= −∇ × E
∂t

Se = QB − ∇⋅q
J×B
E = −u × B + ηJ +
, J = ∇×B
qn
QB = E⋅ J = ηJ 2 , qB = −κ BB ⋅∇T

# Resistivity depends on the
number of free electrons that can Resistivity and
carry the current $ chemistry
Ohmic heating
can help
Comp. Astro. 2014
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Electromagnetic Sources and non-ideal MHD
Hall Effect:
# Happens when ions and dust
particles decouple from the
magnetic field, and instead
couple to neutrals

∂( ρe)
+ ∇ ⋅[( ρe + Ptot )v - B(B ⋅v)] = Se
∂t
∂B
= −∇ × E
∂t

# This can be seen by rewriting

Se = QB − ∇⋅q

J/qn=ui-ue $
-uxB+J/qnxB=uexB

J×B
E = −u × B + ηJ +
, J = ∇×B
qn Hall Effect
QB = E⋅ J = ηJ 2 , qB = −κ BB ⋅∇T
Resistivity and
Ohmic heating

Comp. Astro. 2014
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Electromagnetic Sources and non-ideal MHD
Ambipolar Diffusion:
# Is important in molecular cores and
at the edge of PP disks, where ions
drift through neutrals

∂( ρe)
+ ∇ ⋅[( ρe + Ptot )v - B(B ⋅v)] = Se
∂t
∂B
= −∇ × E
∂t

# Conducts heat efficiently due to
collisions between the species, but
anisotropically, mostly along field
lines (κ∥»κ⟂)

Se = QB − ∇⋅q

# Allows flux to diffuse with ions

J×B
E = −u × B + ηJ +
, J = ∇×B
qn Hall Effect
QB = E⋅ J = ηJ 2 , qB = −κ BB ⋅∇T

# Diffusion depends on collision
between dust / neutrals and ions Resistivity and
Ohmic heating
(see D. Galli’s talk)
Comp. Astro. 2014
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# Diffusion ab initio from chemistry

Ambipolar
diffusion

Summary: Electromagnetic Sources
! A good chemical description of the gas is crucial for a
correct description of the ionization fraction, the number
of free electrons, and the ambipolar diffusion coefficient
! Ambipolar diffusion plays and important role at lower
densities, in molecular cloud cores and the outskirts of
protoplanetary disks
! Ambipolar diffusion can help in leaking magnetic flux
during and conduct heat during the protostellar collapse
The Hall effect may be important at intermediate
densities (~50 AU) in protostellar disks
! Ohmic resistivity and heating may play a role in the inner
regions of a protoplanetary disk
! KROME can in principle do this (feauture request!)
Comp. Astro. 2014
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Issues and Outstanding Questions
!

To properly do computational astro-chemistry you need to know what are the
relevant reactions for your physical setup. You need to know your network.

!

Timescales and thermal conduction

! Adiabatic Index:
! Only when γ < 4/3 gravitational collapse will
proceed
! Changes in the adiabatic index are crucial for the
! formation of protostars
! stability of accretion disks
! The effective adiabatic index may be different due to
cooling and heating! F.x. ISM has γeff < 1

Issues and Outstanding Questions
!

To properly do computational astro-chemistry you need to know what are the
relevant reactions for your physical setup. You need to know your network.

!

Resistivity, electromagnetic sources and non-ideal MHD

! Adiabatic Index
KROME solves:
with the adiabatic index computed according to the
KROME “-gamma” switch: constant, FULL, ROT, VIB,
EXACT
But what about YOUR code ? A variable adiabatic index
should be implemented, including in the (M)HD solvers,
and all places that convert between pressure and
internal energy

Adiabatic Index
Example extract from local
CPH version of RAMSES :
! KROME returns adiabatic
index as a passive scalar
! All pressures computed
from internal energy or vice
versa use passive scalar
! Update Godunov solvers to
work with changing
adiabatic index
! Make sure refinement and
interpolation of adiabatic
index is ok

Issues and Outstanding Questions
!

To properly do computational astro-chemistry you need to know what are the
relevant reactions for your physical setup. You need to know your network.

!

Resistivity, electromagnetic sources and non-ideal MHD

!

Adiabatic Index

! Multi-fluid Advection and Conservation of
Abundances [Plewa and Müller 1999]

Multi-fluid Advection
Conservation of Abundances
! Flux conservation ensures global
conservation of species
! Slope limiter induces large local
error in species (≈30% errors)
! Simple fix: Renormalize in each step
! Solution: Renormalize interpolated
abundances making them sum to 1
! Important at coarse-fine interpolation too

[Plewa and Müller 1999]

Issues and Outstanding Questions
!

To properly do computational astro-chemistry you need to know what are the relevant
reactions for your physical setup. You need to know your network.

!

Resistivity, electromagnetic sources and non-ideal MHD

!

Adiabatic Index

!

Local Conservation of abundances

! Performance and parallelization:

[Ramses UG]

Figure 2: Domain decomposition of the unit square for a 322 grid over 7 processors us
Peano-Hilbert space-filling curve shown as the continuous line.

! Traditional parallelization method is MPI

! Global domain decomposition according to cost of cell
or particle updates with e.g. regular domains, or along
a space filling curve.
! Problem: Cost of KROME is highly “non-deterministic”
25

KROME + OpenMP
! Problem: Cost of KROME is highly “non-deterministic”
t

… KROME dt is chemistry dependent … t + dtcode
… translates to different per-cell cost

! OpenMP can alleviate the imbalance by dynamic load
balancing inside a node

[Wikipedia]

KROME + OpenMP
! Problem: Cost of KROME is highly “non-deterministic”
t

… KROME dt is chemistry dependent … t + dtcode
… translates to different per-cell cost

! OpenMP can alleviate the imbalance by dynamic load
balancing inside a node

From Shock1D

! Read BB Wiki for recommendations of KROME + OpenMP.
! ALWAYS use Intel Inspector or similar before production.

Summary
! KROME is ready and viable for complicated chemistry
! It is easy to use KROME with framework codes (e.g.
RAMSES)
! If the framework code use a finite volume method,
consistent advection should be implemented (simple!) for
fluxes and for interpolation
! A more challenging change is to include a variable adiabatic
index. Could be important for self-gravitating systems
! A detailed chemical network is necessary for a correct
model of non-ideal MHD
! OpenMP can significantly improve performance of KROME

